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TWO MORE RUHR TOWNS DEVASTATED

HEAVY INDUSTRIAL DAMAGe

Bomber Command no;? has confirmation that Both Remscheid and Mulheim have

Been very heavily damaged. The damage in Remscheid, which is in the Ruhr and

is one of Germany's main producers of machine and precision tools, was particularly

extensive* Some of the fires there got completely out of control, and By the

time they had Been extinguished, ninety -per cent'of the Built-up area' in the

centre of the town. had Been devastated# Mulheim, another Ruhr target, is

important Because of its steel works and coke-oven plants, and some of its Biggest
steel works -were hit*

The attack on Romscheid mas made on the night of July 30, and there is

hardly a single part of the town that has not Been damaged* Reconnaissance

photographs taken after the attack show that the largest averts in the ton, the

great works of the Alexander A.G., which was Believed to employ aßout 3*ooo men

and turned out special machinery for the chemical industry, motor components,
and small arms, has Been almost completely devastated, and about half of the

Buildings over an area of eight acres have Been destroyed*

Another of Romschords most important plants is the -works of the Bergische

Stahlindustrie, which manufactures special alloy steels, forgings and crankshafts,

All the main workshops were hit, some of them very Badly, In addition to these

two important works about fifty other factories were hit during the attack#

Many of those are Believed to have Been turning out machine and precision tools,
and the rest may Be textile mills, foundries, chemical, shoe and hardware factories#

The main railway station and the goods depot in one of the most devastated

areas is almost completely destroyed# The main Building has Been practically
Burnt out, and two-thirds of the platform roof and one of the platforms have

Been destroyed. The tracks were also hit and rolling stock damaged*

Most of the heavy iron and steel works in Mulheim were in the north of the

town and this was one of the areas which was severely damaged* This very important

group of factories Belonged to three firms - the Veruinigte Stahlworke A*G>, Stahl

and Walzwork, Aug Thyssen Hutte, whichh turned out various steel products of the

highest priority; the Vereinigto Stahlwere Fr Wilhelmshutte, a second-priority

factory; and the Siemens-Schuckertwerke A*G-»
,

which manufactured turbines *

Photographs taken after the attack on the night of June 22 show that all

three were Badly damaged. At the first plant one huge Building which covered an

area, of fifteen acres received three direct hits, and another Building, which

covered six acres, has Been more than half destroyed, mainly By fire* Another

large Building, a twelve-Bay shop, was severely damaged by high explosive, and a

‘six-bay Building virtually destroyed* Two other Buildings were Burnt out, two

more were practically destroyed, and several more damaged. At the Vereinigto

Stahlwerke Fr Wilhelmshutte thirty-three Buildings were destroyed and fourteen

damaged, many of themvery Badly; and at the Siemens-Schuckertwerke A.G. ,

twenty-six Buildings were destroyed and another eleven damaged*

The main railway station at Mulheim was almost completely destroyed and two

others were damaged*


